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Abstract

Consumers maintain collections of different items for a variety of reasons. As the collection grows in size, they also
tend to categorize their collection into different subsets or categories based on several criteria. The items in a
collection reflect a consumer’s preferences and the categories provide information about the different contexts in
which items are consumed. We develop a novel deep generative modeling framework that represents the network
structure of such consumer collections using multiple interlocked hypergraphs. Our model uses topological neural
networks that leverage the hypergraph structures and covariates of the different entities to generate probabilistic
deep embeddings of consumer collections as well as the items and item-categories within these collections. We then
apply our framework to model the digital music collections and playlists of music consumers. We show that our
model outperforms several sophisticated benchmark models in predicting the linkages in the music data. We show
how our model can be used by firms to generate novel personalized playlists, recommend existing songs and song
categories, and expand existing collections to include newer items. Beyond the music application, our methods are
broadly applicable to other consumer collections where categorization reflects the context of product consumption.
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